Annotate demonstration set of databased specimens to concept

10/27/2006 04:06 PM - Michael Lee

Status: New  Start date: 10/27/2006
Priority: Low  Due date:
Assignee: Robert Peet  % Done: 0%
Category: atlas  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: Unspecified  Spent time: 0.00 hour
Bugzilla-Id: 2631

Description
In our dreams

Related issues:
Blocks InfoVeg - Bug #2622: Modify Specify to allow determination to concept  New  10/27/2006

History

#1 - 10/27/2006 04:12 PM - Michael Lee
This bug is originally from "other ideas and observations from Peet and Weakley"

#2 - 03/04/2007 06:58 AM - Robert Peet
Hold for next funding cycle
Need a demonstration dataset of annotated specimens. Perhaps Andropogon of Juglandaceae.

#3 - 03/27/2013 02:20 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 2631